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Abstract
Background: Accurate sequence alignments are essential for homology searches and for building
three-dimensional structural models of proteins. Since structure is better conserved than
sequence, structure alignments have been used to guide sequence alignments and are commonly
used as the gold standard for sequence alignment evaluation. Nonetheless, as far as we know, there
is no report of a systematic evaluation of pairwise structure alignment programs in terms of the
sequence alignment accuracy.

Results: In this study, we evaluate CE, DaliLite, FAST, LOCK2, MATRAS, SHEBA and VAST in
terms of the accuracy of the sequence alignments they produce, using sequence alignments from
NCBI's human-curated Conserved Domain Database (CDD) as the standard of truth. We find that
4 to 9% of the residues on average are either not aligned or aligned with more than 8 residues of
shift error and that an additional 6 to 14% of residues on average are misaligned by 1–8 residues,
depending on the program and the data set used. The fraction of correctly aligned residues
generally decreases as the sequence similarity decreases or as the RMSD between the Cα positions
of the two structures increases. It varies significantly across CDD superfamilies whether shift error
is allowed or not. Also, alignments with different shift errors occur between proteins within the
same CDD superfamily, leading to inconsistent alignments between superfamily members. In
general, residue pairs that are more than 3.0 Å apart in the reference alignment are heavily (>=
25% on average) misaligned in the test alignments. In addition, each method shows a different
pattern of relative weaknesses for different SCOP classes. CE gives relatively poor results for β-
sheet-containing structures (all-β, α/β, and α+β classes), DaliLite for "others" class where all but
the major four classes are combined, and LOCK2 and VAST for all-β and "others" classes.

Conclusion: When the sequence similarity is low, structure-based methods produce better
sequence alignments than by using sequence similarities alone. However, current structure-based
methods still mis-align 11–19% of the conserved core residues when compared to the human-
curated CDD alignments. The alignment quality of each program depends on the protein structural
type and similarity, with DaliLite showing the most agreement with CDD on average.
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Background
Accurate sequence alignments for homologous proteins
are essential for constructing accurate motifs and profiles,
which are used in motif- or profile-based protein function
search models [1-3] and in building homology mod-
els[4,5]. When sequence similarity is low, however, it is
difficult to obtain the correct sequence alignment based
on sequence similarity alone [3,4]. Since it is well known
that proteins can have similar structures even in the
absence of any detectable sequence similarity, structural
alignments have been used to guide sequence alignments
and are used as the gold standard for sequence alignment
evaluation [5,6].

Many pairwise structure alignment programs have been
developed, but their performance has often been meas-
ured by how well the programs reproduce an expert-
curated structure classification, such as SCOP or CATH
[7,8]. It has been shown that some programs do not pro-
duce high quality individual alignments, as measured by
geometric match measures such as SAS or GSAS, even
when they perform well in classification tests [9]. It is also
known that structure-based sequence alignments pro-
duced by different programs can be different even when
the superimposed structures are similar [4,5,10-12].
Nonetheless, as far as we know, there is no report of a sys-
tematic evaluation of commonly used structural align-
ment programs in terms of the sequence alignment
accuracy, perhaps because it has been difficult to find a
fully human-curated and reasonably difficult reference
alignment set [13,14].

There are a number of sequence alignment databases that
are augmented by structural alignments, including CAM-
PASS[15], HOMSTRAD[16], PALI[17,18], DBAli[19],
PASS2[20], CDD[21], SUPFAM[22], BAliBase[19],
OXBench[23], PREFAB[24], SABmark[25] and S4[13].
The extent of similarity of the structures in these databases
varies and so does the degree with which the alignments
were curated by human experts after they were initially
generated by automatic methods and/or imported from
outside sources.

Zhu and Weng[26] used HOMSTRAD database to meas-
ure the performance of their structure alignment program,
FAST, and reported an average accuracy of 96%, measured
as the percentage of correctly aligned residues among all
aligned residues in the reference alignment. But our study
reported herein indicates that such high accuracy is gener-
ally not obtained unless the structures are highly similar.

In this study, we evaluate the accuracy of structure-based
sequence alignments produced by seven pairwise struc-
ture alignment programs, using the human-curated
sequence alignments from NCBI's CDD [21] as the stand-

ard of truth. This is an expert-curated database, built by
importing sequence alignments from outside sources,
which are manually modified by considering structure-
based alignments. In addition to the family-level align-
ments, where protein sequences are highly similar, it also
provides fully curated superfamily-level alignments,
where sequence similarity is not so high[21].

Results
Average performance of each method
We prepared two reference alignment sets from CDD
database as described in the Methods section: the root
node set and the terminal node set. Figure 1 shows the dis-
tribution of alignments in these reference sets according
to the sequence similarity (sequence identity among the
aligned residue pairs). The alignments in the terminal
node set are distributed over the entire similarity range.
The root node set shows narrower distribution, with the
peak at about 20% of sequence identity. Both cover all
four major SCOP classes (Table 1).

We use "correctly" aligned fraction of residues (fcar) as a
measure of alignment quality. This measure is defined as
the ratio of the number of residues that are aligned cor-

Distribution of reference alignments over sequence similarityFigure 1
Distribution of reference alignments over sequence 
similarity. The sequence similarity is the fraction of identical 
residue pairs among all aligned pairs. The fraction of 
sequence pairs (solid lines) and residues pairs (dashed lines) 
are plotted in each range of sequence similarities for the root 
(black) and the terminal (red) node sets. The terminal node 
set includes 2,199 alignments and 288,401 aligned residue 
pairs. The root node set includes 4,017 alignments and 
245,817 aligned residue pairs. The x-axis gives the mid-point 
of the similarity range bins of size 0.1. The distribution of the 
residue pairs is slightly shifted to the right compared to that 
of the sequence pairs. This implies that there are some large 
structures with high sequence similarity.
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rectly, within a specified shift error, to the total number of
aligned residues in the reference alignment (see Methods
section for details). Since there is a large variation in the
number of alignments in the CD nodes, (e.g., 1424 pairs
for the immunoglobulin root node cd00096 vs. one pair
in the root node cd00120), we use the node-wide average
of fcar, which we denote as Fcar. In order to compare the
performance of different structure-alignment programs,
we take the average of Fcar (double average of fcar) over all
nodes within each node set.

With the terminal node set, the different structure com-
parison methods correctly aligned 93% to 97% of the res-
idues, on average, without shift error (Figure 2). As the
allowed shift error is increased up to 8 residues, the Fcar

value increases by about 2% for all methods. Thus all
methods work well for this dataset. We used the root,
rather than the terminal, node set in the analysis of the
results reported below. The results with the terminal node
set are given in the supplementary material (See Addi-
tional file 1). We will often refer to each root node as a
superfamily.

In contrast to the terminal node set, the Fcar values without
shift error are only 0.81 to 0.89 for the root node set.
About 6% to 14% of the residues, on average, are aligned
with some shift error (at most 4 residues in general) and
an additional 4% to 9% of the residues are either not
aligned or aligned with shift error of more than 8 residues.
The best performance was achieved by DaliLite, whether
shift error was allowed or not. CE was the most dependent
on allowed shift error; it ranked the lowest when shift
error was not allowed but the second best, after only
DaliLite, if a shift error of up to 4 was allowed.

Figure 2 also shows that the average Fcar value changes
noticeably between shift error of 0 and 4 but that it
remains essentially unchanged after 4. For accurate profile
construction, one cannot tolerate a shift error of any mag-
nitude. On the other hand, for the purpose of recognizing
similar structures in the database, precise accuracy of the
alignment is of less concern. Therefore, we generally focus
on fcar values with shift errors of either 0 or up to 8 in the
following analysis of the results of this study.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of shift errors among dif-
ferent alignments. When shift errors of up to 8 are allowed
(dotted lines), most alignments have fcar(8) values
between 0.8 and 1.0 with a peak at 0.95. Even for the
worst performer, only about 4% of the alignments are
nearly complete failures (the first bin; see also Additional
file 2). On the other hand, when no shift error is allowed
(solid lines), the correctly aligned fraction is more broadly
distributed, with a significant number of alignments in
which almost all residues are aligned incorrectly. This is
the expected pattern if, in many alignments, all or part of
the structure is shifted together by a few residues com-
pared to the reference alignment.

A couple of examples of such shifted alignments are
shown in Figures 4 and 5. The former shows an α-helical
protein pair from cd00299, for which the DaliLite align-
ment has two of the four helices shifted by one helix turn
compared to the CDD alignment. The latter is a pair of
immunoglobulin folds from cd00096, for which the
DaliLite alignment is shifted by one beta-strand pitch for
the entire structure.

Table 1: The composition of the reference alignment datasets

SCOP class Root node set Terminal node set

CDs Pairs CDs Pairs

all-α 11 326 37 763
all-β 16 1798 35 544
α/β 36 1203 106 621
α+β 28 565 55 204

others† 10 125 16 67
total 101 4017 249 2199

† Other than the four major classes.

Average Fcar as a function of the magnitude of the allowed shift errorFigure 2
Average Fcar as a function of the magnitude of the 
allowed shift error. The terminal and the root node sets 
are indicated by dotted lines with open symbols and solid 
lines with closed symbols, respectively. Program names are 
given in alphabetical order. Note that the y-axis scale is from 
0.5 to 1.0.
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Dependence of performance on sequence similarity and 
distance between homologous residues
It is reasonable to expect that the alignment accuracy
depends on the degree of similarity of the two structures
compared. Since proteins with high sequence similarity
tend to be structurally similar, the alignment accuracy is
expected to depend also on the sequence similarity. Figure
6 shows the average Fcar(0) and Fcar(8) values in different
sequence similarity ranges for different methods. As
expected, both measures of alignment accuracy fall as the
sequence similarity decreases for most methods. Different
methods perform similarly well when the sequence simi-
larity is high but their differences become more apparent
at the low sequence similarity ranges. DaliLite gives the
best average Fcar values. At the low sequence similarity
ranges (below 30% identity), CE gives the worst average
Fcar(0) values, but the second best average Fcar(8). We have
included in Figure 6 for comparison the alignment accu-
racy obtained by SSEARCH [27], which is a pure sequence
alignment procedure. Not surprisingly, all structure-based
alignment methods perform much better than the pure
sequence alignment method unless the sequence similar-
ity is very high (≥ 50% identity).

The dependence of the average Fcar values on structural
similarity is shown in Figure 7, where the degree of struc-
tural dissimilarity is measured by means of the RMSD.
This is the root-mean-square of the distances between the
Cα atoms of the residues aligned and superposed accord-
ing to the reference alignment. As expected, average Fcar

decreases as RMSD increases and Fcar(0) decreases more
sharply than Fcar(8). Even the best performing method
correctly aligns only about 80% of the residues without
shift error, on average, as the RMSD approaches 3 Å, while
the same method correctly aligns as much as 95% of the
residues at this RMSD range if shift error is allowed.

Since RMSD values can be heavily influenced by a small
number of long distance pairs in the superimposed struc-
tures, we also measured the fraction of correctly aligned
residues within each range of the Cα distance between
aligned residue pairs in the reference alignment (Figure
8). The distances are mostly less than 3.0 Å, but there are
still a significant number of residue pairs that are more
than 3.0 Å apart. The figure shows that correctly aligned
residue fraction without shift error sharply decreases as
the distance increases beyond 2.0 Å while the equivalent
fraction with shift error decreases rather slowly. Thus,
while there are relatively few residues aligned at distances
larger than 2 or 3 Å, a large fraction of these residues are
misaligned.

Figure 8 also shows that large fractions of the long dis-
tance pairs aligned in the reference alignments are not
aligned or aligned with shift error of more than 8 residues
in the test alignments. This could be observed if all auto-
matic methods tended to align less number of long dis-
tance pairs compared to CDD. The distributions of the
distances between aligned residue pairs in the test and ref-
erence alignments are shown in Figure 9. It shows that
most structural alignment programs in fact produce more
long distance aligned pairs than the reference alignment.
LOCK2 and SHEBA are exceptions, which produce less
aligned pairs with distances greater than 3.5 Å and 4.5 Å,
respectively. Thus, most structure alignment programs do
produce aligned pairs at long distances, but a large frac-
tion of them are either wrong residue pairs or are grossly
misaligned.

We note in passing an easily discernible feature on the
length of the alignments that different structure alignment
programs produce (inset of Figure 9). As expected, all pro-
grams produce longer alignments than the reference align-
ment, since CDD alignments are those of the conserved
core regions in a set of multiple alignments whereas test
alignments are pair-wise alignments that may include res-
idues outside of the conserved core. But CE, DaliLite and
MATRAS produce relatively long alignments on average,
FAST, VAST and SHEBA produce relatively short align-
ments and LOCK2 is in between.

Variations within and between superfamilies
The results described in the previous sections (except for
Figures 8 and 9) were given in terms of the fcar values aver-
aged over all protein pairs and over all CDD super-

Distribution of fcar values in the root node setFigure 3
Distribution of fcar values in the root node set. The 
fraction of sequence pairs is plotted in each range of fcar val-
ues for δ = 0 (solid lines with closed symbols) and 8 (dotted 
lines with open symbols). The x-axis gives the mid-point of 
the fcar range bins of size 0.1. The last bin includes only the 
sequence pairs with fcar = 1.0.
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The comparison of CDD and DaliLite alignments for an all-α protein pair from the superfamily cd00299Figure 4
The comparison of CDD and DaliLite alignments for an all-α protein pair from the superfamily cd00299. The 
structure-based sequence alignment produced by CDD (A) and DaliLite (B) for two α-helical proteins. The color in the 
sequence name is used for the corresponding structure in the structure superpositions below. The aligned residues are indi-
cated by the upper case letters. The residues aligned in the reference alignment are shaded blue. These sequence alignments 
were used to generate structural superpositions, by CDD in the left and middle panels (C and D) and by DaliLite in the right 
panel (E). The orientation of the red structure (d1neu_) is the same in all three panels. Aligned residue pairs are connected by 
cyan lines, in the left panel according to the CDD and in the middle and right panels according to the DaliLite alignments. Short 
fragments at the C-termini were cut off and the regions where CDD and DaliLite agree are shown in ribbon, for better visibil-
ity of the equivalences. DaliLite achieved 0.453, 0.953 and 0.953 for fcar(0), fcar(4) and fcar(8), respectively. The pictures were 
prepared using CHIMERA (UCSF, Computer Graphics Lab).

A. CDD alignment  

B. DaliLite alignment 

E. DaliLite equivalences on
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     CDD superposition
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The comparison of CDD and DaliLite alignments for an all-β protein pair from the superfamily cd00096Figure 5
The comparison of CDD and DaliLite alignments for an all-β protein pair from the superfamily cd00096. The 
structure-based sequence alignment produced by CDD (A) and DailLite (B) for two immunoglobulin proteins. The conserved 
cysteine pairs are colored in white. Otherwise, the same as in Figure 4. For this pair, all methods but VAST agreed with 
DaliLite, while VAST agreed with CDD. DaliLite achieved 0.0, 1.0 and 1.0 for fcar(0), fcar(4) and fcar(8), respectively.

A. CDD alignment  

B. DaliLite alignment 

E. DaliLite equivalences on

    DaliLite superposition

C. CDD equivalences on

     CDD superposition

D. DaliLite equivalences on

     CDD superposition
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families. However, each method gives alignment
accuracies that vary greatly over different protein pairs and
over different superfamilies.

The box plots in Figure 10 give the distribution of Fcar(0)
and Fcar(8) values over the CDD superfamilies for each
method. DaliLite has the narrowest distribution of Fcar(0)
values with the highest mean and median while CE has
the widest distribution with the lowest mean and median.
All methods give Fcar(0) values less than 0.5 for a number
of superfamilies and completely fail for at least one super-
family. The distribution for Fcar(8) is much tighter in com-
parison.

The existence of superfamilies for which different meth-
ods give zero Fcar value raises the possibility of systematic
deviation of the result from human curation for some
superfamilies. In order to identify such superfamilies,
averages of Fcar values were calculated over all methods for
each superfamily. Figure 11 shows the method-averaged
Fcar(0) and Fcar(8) values for superfamilies sorted in the
order of increasing Fcar(0) value. The distribution of the
method-averaged Fcar(0) values over the superfamilies fol-
lows exponential decay except for five superfamilies with
the lowest method-averaged Fcar(0) values (see inset of
Figure 11). These superfamilies are listed in Table 2. All

the methods give low Fcar(0) values for these five super-
families (Figure 12).

Included in Figure 11 are the RMSD values averaged for
each superfamily. They generally decrease as the Fcar(0)

Table 2: The largest CDD superfamily and the superfamilies for 
which all programs score poorly

Name SCOP class Pairs‡ Sub-
families§

Description in CDD

cd00651 α+β 4 2 T-fold; Tunneling fold
cd01345 f† 3 3 OM_channels; Porin 

superfamily
cd02156 α/β 291 3 nt_trans; nucleotidyl 

transferase
cd02184 α+β 51 4 AroH_like;YgbB family
cd02688 all-β 77 8 E_set; E or "early" set 

of sugar utilizing 
enzymes

cd00096 all-β 1424 3 IG: Immunoglobulin 
domain family

† Membrane and cell surface proteins and peptides
‡ Number of pairs in the root node set in each superfamily
§ Number of immediate subfamilies contributing structure pairs to 
the root node set

Sequence similarity (fraction of identical pairs) dependence of Fcar in the root node setFigure 6
Sequence similarity (fraction of identical pairs) 
dependence of Fcar in the root node set. Alignments 
were grouped into sequence similarity bins of size 0.1 and 
then the alignments within each bin were grouped according 
to its CD name for averaging. The avearge Fcar values are 
shown with the scale on the left y-axis: open symbols, Fcar(8); 
closed symbols, Fcar(0). The x-axis shows the midpoint of 
each sequence similarity bin. The histogram (grey bars) 
shows the number of superfamilies in each bin with the scale 
on the right y-axis.
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RMSD dependence of Fcar in the root node setFigure 7
RMSD dependence of Fcar in the root node set. The 
structure pairs were superposed using the reference align-
ments to calculate the RMSDs. The test alignments were 
grouped into RMSD bins of size 0.5 Å and then the align-
ments within each bin were grouped according to its CD 
name for averaging. The avearge Fcar values are shown with 
the scale on the left y-axis: open symbols, Fcar(8); closed sym-
bols, Fcar(0). The x-axis shows the midpoint of each RMSD 
bin. All the structure pairs with RMSD greater than 4.0 Å 
were collected in the last bin. The histogram (grey bars) 
shows the number of superfamilies in each bin with the scale 
on the right y-axis.
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value increases, although there are a couple of exceptions,
as indicated by the red inverted triangles. None of the 5
superfamilies identified above has an exceptional RMSD
value. This indicates that there is no gross error in the ref-
erence alignments for these superfamilies.

Some members of these superfamilies were visually exam-
ined. The poorest results were obtained for the cd01345
superfamily. This superfamily consists of the outer mem-
brane porins, which are large β-barrel structures. Two such
barrels can be aligned in many different ways if sequence
information is not used. For the four alignments in
cd00651, all the methods produced similar alignments,
where most of the residues were shifted by 2 residues in β-
strands and/or by 4 residues in α-helices from the CDD
alignments. Similarly shifted alignments were observed in
up to 20% of the alignments in cd02688 (see Figure 13 for
the detail). For the cd02156 and cd02184 superfamilies,
the reference alignments look unusual in that some β-
strands are out of phase or two residues off, according to
our visual inspection of the structures superposed accord-
ing to the CDD alignment (data not presented).

One notable feature is that CE produces more one-residue
shifted alignments than other methods for 4 of the 5

superfamilies (red bars in Figure 12), as well as for
cd00096 included here for reference as a typical super-
family.

In general, fcar values also vary within each superfamily for
all methods (Figure 13). Relatively large variation of
fcar(0) compared to fcar(8) implies that there will be corre-
spondingly large number of inconsistencies among the
alignments of the superfamily members. For the largest
superfamily, cd00096, all methods produced 5%
(DaliLite) to 20% (CE) of alignments wherein all the res-
idues are shifted. Some of these shifted alignments are as
good as the reference alignments in terms of the RMSD
and the number of aligned residue pairs, but are clearly
wrong because the conserved cysteine residues that form
the disulfide bond are not correctly aligned (See Figure 5
for an example). This kind of incorrect alignments in
immunoglobulin were discussed by Gerstein and Levitt in
the category of "hard to align" pairs [12].

Distance distribution of aligned residue pairsFigure 9
Distance distribution of aligned residue pairs. The 
structure pairs were superposed according to a given test or 
reference alignment and the distances between the Cα atoms 
of aligned residue pairs were calculated. The residue pairs 
were then grouped into into distance bins of 0.5 Å size. Their 
relative frequency in each bin was plotted in logarithmic 
scale. The residue pairs 10 Å or more apart were collected 
in the last bin. The symbols and colors for methods are the 
same as in the Figure 7. The results from the reference align-
ment are shown by grey circles and lines. The inset shows 
the average alignment length of each method relative to that 
of the CDD alignment, where the method names on the x-
axis were abbreviated by first two letters.
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Distance dependence of correctly aligned residue 
fractions. The structure pairs were superposed using the 
reference alignments to calculate the distance between the 
Cα atoms of all aligned residue pairs. The residue pairs were 
then grouped into distance bins of size 0.5 Å. The residue 
pairs that were 10 Å or more apart were collected in the last 
bin. For each test alignment, the fraction of correctly aligned 
residues were calculated (scale on the left y-axis) in each dis-
tance bin with (dotted lines with open symbols) or without 
(solid lines with closed symbols) shift error. The symbols and 
colors for the methods are the same as in the Figure 7. The 
solid grey circles and grey lines give the total number of resi-
due pairs in each bin (scale on the right y-axis).
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Architecture dependence of performance
It is known that some structure alignment programs show
weakness in some specific architecture of the proteins in
structure classification [7,28]. In order to examine possi-
ble such dependence in sequence alignments, the align-
ments were grouped by their SCOP class. The main four
classes, α, β, α/β and α+β, were separately considered and
the remainder were combined into the "others" class. For
this study, we excluded the 5 outlier superfamilies of Fig-
ure 12.

Each method shows a different pattern of relative weak-
nesses for different SCOP classes (Figure 14). CE gives rel-
atively poor results for β-sheet-containing structures (all-
β, α/β, and α+β classes), DaliLite for "others" class, and
LOCK2 and VAST for all-β and "others" classes. FAST,
MATRAS, and SHEBA do not show such significant weak-
ness in any particular class. Interestingly, secondary-struc-
ture-independent methods such as CE, FAST and SHEBA
show good performance for the "others" class. Inclusion
of the five outlier superfamilies gives substantially similar
results (see supplementary material) except that the aver-
age Fcar is lower for the "others" class for all methods
because of the cd01345 superfamily in this class.

Discussion
Performance difference of the methods
A significant observation in this study is that DaliLite pro-
duces the most accurate structure-based sequence align-
ment, while CE is clearly not as good when shift error is
not allowed (Figure 2). This result contrasts with an earlier
evaluation study[9] wherein DaliLite was found to pro-
duce worse alignments than CE in terms of geometric
measures, which include RMSD. Our result is more con-
sistent with Sierk and Pearson's work[7], in which
DaliLite was found to be the best followed by MATRAS,
although they measured classification ability rather than
alignment accuracy, using CATH database as the gold
standard.

DaliLite, MATRAS and FAST, which are relatively good
performers in our analysis, are based on the comparison
of intra-molecular distance matrices without resorting to
rigid body rotation during structural alignment [26,29].
Thus, structural superposition is not necessary to obtain a
good sequence alignment. Also, different algorithms give
different performances depending on how much shift
error is allowed and on the secondary structure content of

The Fcar values averaged over the methods (left y-axis scale) and the average RMSD of the reference alignments for each superfamilyFigure 11
The Fcar values averaged over the methods (left y-
axis scale) and the average RMSD of the reference 
alignments for each superfamily. The Fcar(0) (filled cir-
cle) and Fcar(8) (open circle) values (scale on the left y-axis) 
of each superfamily are connected by a vertical grey line. 
Average RMSDs are shown by inverse triangles with error 
bars on the negative side only (scale on the right y-axis). Two 
superfamilies with exceptionally high RMSD are marked in 
red. The structures in these superfamilies (one of the split 
cd00365 and cd00172) contain sub-structures that are flexi-
bly joined to the rest of the structure. The inset shows the 
distribution of average Fcar(0) with bin size of 0.05 in semi-
logarithmic scale. The dots represent the observed frequen-
cies and the line is best fitting exponential curve to the 
observed frequencies.
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the structure. DaliLite, LOCK2 and VAST probably depend
more on secondary structures than other programs and
perform less well for "others" class of structures. CE tends
to give inaccurate alignments for β-containing structures
but performs well when some shift error is allowed, which
makes it more suitable for homology detection and struc-
ture classification tasks. CE, DaliLite, and MATRAS pro-
duce long alignments (inset of Figure 9). MATRAS
produces longer alignments on average than DaliLite, but
performs less well.

Such differences among the methods were not observed
with the terminal node set (Figure 2). FAST was evaluated
by its own authors using the overlap score, which is the
same as fcar(0), and HOMSTRAD as the gold standard[26].
The reported accuracy of 96% is consistent with our obser-
vation using the terminal node set. This suggests that the
sequence similarity of the proteins in the HOMSTRAD
dataset is perhaps similar to that of our terminal node set,
which is made of "easy" cases for which all methods per-
form similarly well. The present study shows the advan-
tage of using the root node set for evaluation since it has

a higher discrimination power than the terminal node set
(Figure 2).

Alignment accuracy measures
We used fcar(0) and fcar(8) values almost exclusively as the
measures of accuracy of alignments. These are the fraction
of residues that are correctly aligned within the specified

The fraction of correctly aligned residues (fcar) of each align-ment and for each methodFigure 13
The fraction of correctly aligned residues (fcar) of 
each alignment and for each method. The superfamilies 
along the x-axis were sorted in descending order of the 
number of alignments in each. The boundaries of those with 
50 or more alignments are marked by red vertical lines. The 
alignments in each superfamily were sorted in ascending 
order of fcar(0), which are shown in black circles. The grey 
vertical lines cover the range between fcar(8) and fcar(0) for 
each alignment. The methods are given in alphabetical order. 
Note that the order of superfamilies along the x-axis is pre-
served for all methods, but the order of the individual align-
ments within a superfamily is not since they are sorted by 
fcar(0) values, which are specific for each method. Super-
families marked by the red boundary bars are, from left: 
cd00096, cd02156, cd01983, cd00900, cd00657, cd02019, 
cd03440, cd01292, cd02688, cd00314, cd00196, cd00650b, 
cd00650a, cd00768, cd02184, and cd00267. The bold-faced 
superfamilies are three of the five exceptional ones identified 
in Figure 11 and listed in Table 2. These are those for which 
the fcar(0) values are low (longest grey lines) for all methods.

Shift error profiles of the five outlier superfamilies from Fig-ure 11 and the largest superfamilyFigure 12
Shift error profiles of the five outlier superfamilies 
from Figure 11 and the largest superfamily. The name 
of the superfamily, and the number of the alignment pairs in 
it are shown at the bottom of the figure. The largest super-
family (cd00096, immunoglobulins) is included for reference 
as a "typical" superfamily. In each superfamily, seven methods 
are indicated by the first two letters of their names. Each bar 
is broken into segments whose length gives the fraction of 
the aligned residues with a given shift error, which is indi-
cated in color according to the coloring scheme shown in the 
single bar on the right. Since most of the shift errors are at 
most 4 residues, the fractions having more than 4 residues 
were combined into one.
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alignment shift error. As mentioned above, fcar(0) values
are the suitable measures when accurate alignment is
essential as in building profiles. On the other hand, for
the purposes of finding structurally similar proteins and
for the structure classification, fcar(8) may be a better
measure to use. Measures such as fcar(8) is probably pref-
erable over a quantity that measures how well the pro-
gram reproduces an existing structure classification
dataset such as SCOP or CATH; the latter test brings in a
set of issues, such as the human classification versus
machine comparison and the effect of clustering [[28] and
manuscript in preparation], which are only peripherally
related to the performance of the pair-wise structure align-
ment program itself.

The fcar measures can be used only when one has a reliable
set of alignments that can be considered to be true. We
used the NCBI's CDD alignments for this purpose. When
such standard is not available, one has to use some abso-
lute measure of the goodness of the alignments. Authors
of SHEBA, for example, which include one of us (BL),
used the number of residue pairs aligned within a given
distance as the measure of goodness. Kolodny et al. [9]
define four different measures, each of which is some
combination of the number of aligned residues and the
RMSD. As mentioned above, use of these measures results
in a different ranking of the programs. It is easy to under-
stand why the RMSD is included in the goodness measure
that is basically based on how many residues a program

aligns; the alignment length can be increased arbitrarily
until it encompasses the whole protein if RMSD is not
considered. However, as can be seen in Figures 8 and 9,
our reference alignments include a significant number of
conserved core residue pairs that are rather far apart. Sim-
ply discouraging the alignment of such pairs is not neces-
sarily the desired characteristic of a good structure
alignment program and it may not be easy to find the
proper combination of the number of aligned residues
and the RMSD that will correctly assess the accuracy of a
structure alignment program.

CDD as reference alignments
There are advantages to using the alignments from CDD
as the reference dataset since they are human-curated and
include sequences of both high and low sequence similar-
ities. Although VAST alignment results are consulted by
the NCBI curators of CDD, there does not seem to be a
VAST-specific bias since VAST does not perform particu-
larly well among the tested methods (Figure 2).

An obvious drawback is that CDD gives alignments of
only the conserved core region from multiple alignments.
A pairwise alignment will generally align more residues
outside of the conserved core, but the accuracy of these

Correlation between CDD-based and DaliLite-based fcar(0)sFigure 15
Correlation between CDD-based and DaliLite-based 
fcar(0)s. The 3581 pairs of reference alignments from the 
root node set were considered, excluding those from the 
five outlier superfamilies (Figure 11) and additional 10 pairs 
for which DaliLite didn't produce sequence alignment at all. 
The x- and y-axes give fcar(0) values averaged over the six 
methods, excluding DaliLite, with CDD and DaliLite align-
ments as references, respectively. The pairs from the three 
superfamilies, cd01984, cd00531 and cd00096, are colored 
red, cyan and grey, respectively. The remainder are colored 
black. Filled circles indicate the pairs visually examined, 
whose alignments are shown in Figures 5 and 16.
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alignments cannot be assessed using this reference set of
alignments. Our assumptions are that any good align-
ment program should do well for the conserved core resi-
dues and that a program that aligns the conserved core
residues well will also align the non-core residues better
than other programs.

Imperfectness of alignments
Although we investigated only the conserved core regions
of the alignments, it is clear that all structure alignment
programs often produce alignments with all or part of this
core region of the structures misaligned (See Figures 4 and
5). The correctly aligned fraction never reaches 95% even
after shift error is allowed for up to 8 residues (Figures 2,
3 and 13) and it decreases rapidly as the sequence similar-
ity decreases or as the RMSD increases (Figures 6, 7 and 8).

A possible reason for such discrepancy is the potential
errors in the human-curated reference alignments. It was
pointed out in the Results section that some of the CDD
alignments were unusual from the point of view of purely
structural alignment. However, we believe that this is not

the major contributor to the observed discrepancy accord-
ing to two limited investigations we made as described
below.

If the problem is in the reference alignment, all methods
are likely to score poorly. But, as shown in Figure 11, there
are only 5 superfamilies that are exceptionally poorly
aligned by all methods and inclusion or exclusion of these
superfamilies had little effect on the overall alignment
accuracies.

Figure 15 shows the results of another test we made. It
shows method-averaged fcar(0)s for all test alignments,
except the five superfamilies mentioned above, using the
CDD alignments as the reference alignment (x-axis) and
the DaliLite alignment as the reference alignments (y-
axis). If the CDD and DaliLite alignments were the same,
all points would fall on the diagonal line in the figure.
Since CDD aligns only the core region while other meth-
ods align non-core residues also, the fcar(0) values are
expected to be larger when the CDD is used as the refer-
ence than when DaliLite is used. Figure 15 shows that

Two examples of alignments on which all methods agree but which is different from that of CDDFigure 16
Two examples of alignments on which all methods agree but which is different from that of CDD. The align-
ments on the left and right panels are from cd00531 and cd01984, respectively. The names of the protein domains aligned are 
given at the top of each panel. The method which generated the alignment is indicated at the left of the sequence by the first 
two letters of its name. Only a part of the sequence is shown in each case, which includes the region that is aligned differently 
by the methods and by the CDD. The aligned residues are indicated by uppercase letters. The residues aligned identically by all 
methods but differently by CDD are shaded.

           d1eg9b_ and d1ouna_  (cd00531)       d1mjhb_ and d1o94c_  (cd01984)

CD  AAMdvndkellhIRSNVILHRARrgnqVDVFYAA     vkafk---tlkaeeVILLHVidereikkrdifsl 
    HQPtpd---sciISMVVGQLKADe---DPIMGFH     amkikessdtdvevVVVSVGpdrvdeslrkclak 

CE  QAAMDVNDkeLLHIRSNVILHRArrgnQVDVFYA     HVKAFK-TLKAEEVILLHVIdereiksveefene 
    DHQPTPDS--CIISMVVGQLKAD----EDPIMGF     EAMKIKeSSDDVEVVVVSVG-------------- 

DA  QAAMDVndKELLHIRSNVILHRArrgnQVDVFYA     HVKAFK.TLKAEEVILLHVIdereiksveefene 
    DHQPTP..DSCIISMVVGQLKAD....EDPIMGF     EAMKIKeSSDDVEVVVVSVG.............. 

FA  QAAMDVNdkELLHIRSNVILHRarrgnqvDVFYA     HVKAFK-TLKAEEVILLHVidereiksveefene 
    DHQPTPD--SCIISMVVGQLKAded----PIMGF     EAMKIKeSSDDVEVVVVSVgp------------- 

LO  QAAMDVnDKeLLHIRSNVILHRaRrgNqvD-VFY     VKAFK--TLkAEEVILLHV-Idereiksveefen 
    DHQPTP-DS-CIISMVVGQLKA-D--E--DpIMG     AMKIKesSD-DVEVVVVSVgP------------- 

MA  QAAMDVnDKeLLHIRSNVILHRArrgnQVDVFYA     HVKAFK-TLKAEEVILLHVIdereiksveefene 
    DHQPTP-DS-CIISMVVGQLKAD----EDPIMGF     EAMKIKeSSDDVEVVVVSVG-------------- 

SH  QAAMDVndkeLLHIRSNVILHRArrgnQVDVFYA     HVKAFK-TLKAEEVILLHVIdereiksveefene 
    DHQPTPds--CIISMVVGQLKAD----EDPIMGF     EAMKIKeSSDDVEVVVVSVG-------------- 

VA  QAAMDVndKELLHIRSNVILHRArrgnQVDVFYA     VKAFKTLK--AEEVILLHVIdereikkrdifsll 
    DHQPTP--DSCIISMVVGQLKAD----EDPIMGF     AMKIKESSdtDVEVVVVSVG-------------- 
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most points (93%) indeed fall below the diagonal. The
points that lie above the diagonal in Figure 15 represent
the pairs for which the methods, on average, agree better
with DaliLite than with CDD. If CDD alignment is in error
for a pair, the corresponding point is likely to be found
among these points above the diagonal. One can see that
there are relatively few points above the diagonal. We
have visually inspected the structural superposition for a
few of these points. Many points were for immunoglobu-
lin pairs (cd00096), which were aligned correctly by
CDD, but many or all automatic programs made one
pitch shifted alignment of the type shown in Figure 5.
Most of the other points that are far above the diagonal
are for pairs in two superfamilies, cd00531 and cd01984,
(red and cyan points in Figure 15, respectively). For some
of these pairs, all or most of the methods agreed on an
alignment, which was different from the CDD alignment,
at one part of the structure. Figure 16 shows such align-
ments for two pairs colored solid in Figure 15. In both
cases, inspection of the multiply superposed structures
indicates that the alignment from the automatic programs
is clearly superior to the CDD alignment. Thus, we could
identify some CDD alignments that appear to be in error,
but these cases are few in number.

A related possibility is that there are equally good alter-
nate alignments for many of the structure pairs, as was
pointed out by many authors [4,5,10-12]. The alternate
alignments can affect the whole structure or only a part of
the structure. The possibility of such alternates will
increase for evolutionarily distant pairs as the sequence
similarity becomes low and the structures acquire distinct
differences. The fact that residue pairs that are more than
3.0 Å apart in the reference alignment are heavily mis-
aligned in the test alignments (Figure 8) suggests that this
could be a significant contributor to the overall discrep-
ancy between the test and reference alignments. In such
circumstances, even structure-based sequence alignment
can benefit from multiple alignments and from including
the evolutionary relation between sequences.

A third possibility is of course the imperfection of the pair-
wise structure alignment programs. The fact that different
programs behave differently for the same set of data indi-
cates that they are not yet perfect. We have observed that
different programs totally fail for different sets of protein
pairs. We have observed many instances wherein all or
part of the structure is shifted by 2 or 4 residues compared
to the reference alignment. In the example shown in Fig-
ure 5, the DaliLite alignment is clearly wrong because the
cysteine residues do not align. We are also surprised by the
large number of cases wherein the alignment is shifted by
an odd number of residues for all or part of the structure.
It is definitely our impression that there is room for
improvement in the structure alignment programs.

Conclusion
The accuracy of the sequence alignments produced by 7
commonly used structure alignment programs was evalu-
ated using the sequence alignments from NCBI's human-
curated Conserved Domain database as the standard of
truth and the "correctly" aligned fraction of residues as the
alignment quality measure. These programs mis-align 11–
19% of the conserved core residues on average for struc-
ture pairs in the same CDD root node but not in the same
child node. DaliLite gave the best results among the pro-
grams tested. The alignment quality varied depending on
the program used, on the protein structural type (SCOP
Classes), and on the degree of sequence and structural
similarity.

Methods
Reference alignment sets
Since CDD includes hundreds of families imported
directly from outside sources, such as Pfam, COGs and
SMART, we collected only the expert-curated CD (Con-
served Domain) families, whose names always begin with
"cd" [21]. There were 2,009 such CDs (CDD v.2.07 as of
04/04/2006) organized in a hierarchical manner: 285 sin-
gleton CDs (without children or parents), 146 CDs from

The concept of shift error and the fraction of correctly aligned residues (fcar)Figure 17
The concept of shift error and the fraction of cor-
rectly aligned residues (fcar). Aligned and unaligned resi-
dues are indicated by uppercase and lowercase letters, 
respectively. Residues aligned in the reference alignment are 
in bold. The numbers above the reference alignment are the 
serial numbers of residues in the aligned span of the refer-
ence alignment. The shift errors (δ) are shown on the test 
alignment, where 'x' indicates that δ is not defined for the 
unaligned residue in the test alignment although it is aligned 
in the reference alignment. The two residues of the pair #5 
are not considered at all for the shift error calculation since 
they are not aligned in the reference alignment. For this 
example, fcar(0) = 0/16, fcar(4) = 6/16, and fcar(8) = 12/16.
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root nodes, 1,440 CDs from terminal nodes, and 138 CDs
from internal nodes (between root and terminal nodes in
CD hierarchy). We selected 828 CDs with at least two 3D
structures and, using cddalignview from the NCBI c++
toolkit, extracted multiple sequence alignments from
their ".acd" files. This subset includes 220 singletons, 135
root nodes, 367 terminal nodes and 106 internal nodes.
Total 21,140 pairwise alignments were prepared from
these multiple alignments. Each sequence in the align-
ments included all the unaligned residues at both termini,
since -lefttails and -righttails options were used with cdda-
lignview.

CDD uses curated domains based on MMDB [30-32]. For
this study, we adopted the ASTRAL SCOP domains
(ASTRAL SCOP 1.69) because they were better docu-
mented. The ASTRAL domain sequences and structures
were downloaded from ASTRAL web site [33]. Finding the
ASTRAL domain corresponding to a CDD domain, how-
ever, is not trivial, because domain definitions do not
always coincide. In order to determine which ASTRAL
domain is associated with which CDD domain, we used a
sequence alignment procedure (Lobster package[34]).
First, each sequence in a given CDD alignment was
aligned to all the ASTRAL domain sequences derived from
the same PDB structure. An ASTRAL domain was selected
if at least 70% of its residues were covered by the CDD
aligned span. A CDD aligned span is the sequence seg-
ment spanned by the first and the last aligned residues in
the CDD alignment. This means that a CDD sequence can
correspond to more than one ASTRAL domain. When this
happened, all the domains were kept, which meant that
the single CDD domain was effectively split into more
than one domain according to ASTRAL SCOP definition.
If an ASTRAL domain was not assigned to a sequence of a
CDD aligned sequence pair, the pair was omitted. We also
required that the aligned region between the domain
spans include at least 20 residue pairs and cover at least
70% of the shorter span. A domain span here is defined
for each ASTRAL domain as the region from the first to the
last aligned residues within the boundaries of the domain.
Its length is the number of the residues and gaps in the
span. After this procedure, the dataset contained 6,425
pairwise alignments from the root nodes, 2,351 from the
internal nodes, 2,809 from the terminal nodes, and 2,979
from the singletons. Each reference alignment is associ-
ated with a pair of ASTRAL domains and the pair-wise
CDD sequence alignment.

We used only the root and terminal node sets. In order to
select alignments specific to the root node set, the align-
ments were excluded from the root node set if their
domain pair was also included in the internal or terminal
node set. The pairs with 80% or more sequence identity
(among aligned residue pairs) were also removed from

both the root and the terminal node sets. If a structure in
the aligned pair did not contain the side chains or was
derived by NMR, the pair was also eliminated. The final
reference alignment sets consisted of 2,199 alignment
pairs for the terminal node set and 4,017 pairs for the root
node set (Additional file 3).

Structure alignment programs
For various reasons, we could not evaluate all known
structure alignment programs. We selected programs
mainly based on their availability. Some programs were
difficult to use because they failed for some of the struc-
ture pairs for unknown reasons or generated sequence
alignments that were different from what were implied by
other measures such as RMSD values. Finally we included
CE (Algorithm 1.0, Alignment calculator 1.02)[35],
DaliLite_2.4.1 [29], LOCK2 [36], FAST [26], MATRAS
(version 1.2)[37], VAST (directly from Dr. Gibrat) [31]
and SHEBA-4.0 [38]. SSEARCH from FASTA3 package
[27] was used for pure sequence alignment. The MATRAS
and VAST were kindly given to us by the authors; others
were downloaded from their websites.

Each program was run with its default setting. CE needs
SEQRES sequence to recognize the residues as they are in
the PDB file. Since such information is not included in
PDB-style ASTRAL domain files, the three-letter symbols
were derived from the ATOM records in the PDB-style
files. When the secondary structure information is explic-
itly required, DSSP[39] was used. VAST includes compan-
ion programs, which derive the secondary structures and
SCOP domains from the original PDB files containing the
whole structure. When a program generates more than
one alignment for a given structure pair as in DaliLite and
VAST, the first alignment in the output file was chosen for
the evaluation.

Sequence alignment quality measure
A test alignment was generated for each reference align-
ment by running the structure alignment program on the
two ASTRAL domains assigned to the reference alignment.
The test alignment generated then need to be compared to
the reference alignment for quality assessment. However,
the protein sequence in the test alignment is often not
identical to that in the reference alignment. For example,
residues missing in the crystal structure do not appear in
the test alignment. Some non-standard amino acids are
simply removed (FAST) or marked with the extended
amino acid symbols (LOCK2) – B, Z or X. Also, CE
removes unaligned N-terminal and C-terminal residues.
These and other sequence related issues involved in com-
paring different sequence alignments have been addressed
before [4]. In this study, we used a sequence alignment
procedure (see below) in order to establish the corre-
spondence between residues in the test and the reference
Page 14 of 17
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alignment sequences. In principle, there are cases when an
unambiguous correspondence cannot be made even by
the sequence alignment. For instance, if there are tandem
repeats in the sequence and one of these contains a gap,
the gap can be relocated without cost by the sequence
alignment procedure. Fortunately, we have not detected
such ambiguity in the aligned regions of any of our refer-
ence alignments.

We used the C++ class library included in the Lobster
package to handle sequence alignments [34]. Two
sequences derived from the same protein, one from the
test and the other from the reference alignments, were
aligned. The lengths and the one-letter symbols of these
sequences can be different even though both are for the
same protein. Then the serial numbers of the residues in
the reference alignment sequence were assigned to the res-
idues in the test alignment sequence. After this step, resi-
dues were identified by means of the assigned serial
numbers alone, so that different symbols for the same res-
idue were allowed. Also, the residues in the reference
alignment sequence that do not appear in the test align-
ment sequence, either because the residue is missing in
the crystal structure or because the ASTRAL domain spans
less than the whole reference aligned span, are marked as
unaligned in the reference sequence and not considered
further.

For a residue R in sequence A that is aligned in both the
reference and test alignments, its shift error, δ, is defined
as the difference in the serial number of the two residues
of sequence B that are aligned to R in the reference and test
alignments (Figure 17). We consider only the residues
that are aligned in the reference alignment. If a residue
aligned in the reference alignment is not aligned in the
test alignment, the shift error was not defined (Figure 17).

For each structure pair, let r and t be the number of
aligned residue pairs in the reference and test alignments,

respectively, and let m(δ) be the number of aligned resi-

dues in both sequences with shift error up to δ. We define

the fraction of "correctly" aligned residues, fcar(δ), and the

relative alignment length, l, as  and

. The fcar(δ = 0) is the same as fD, which Sauder et al.

[4] called the "developer's viewpoint" score. This has also
been called the sensitivity of sequence alignment [40,41].
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The results for the terminal node set and SCOP class dependency includ-
ing outlier superfamilies. The A, B, C and D are the counterparts of Fig-
ures 4, 6, 8 and 14, respectively.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-8-355-S1.pdf]

Additional file 2
The number of times when a method was the best or in the best class or 
when it failed. This is complementary to Figure 3, excluding the five out-
lier superfamilies from Figure 11.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-8-355-S2.pdf]

Additional file 3
Root node data set. The sequence alignments used in this study, including 
those generated by different methods and derived from CDD.
Click here for file
[http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/supplementary/1471-
2105-8-355-S3.tgz]
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